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G - _ reen open public spaces are a major concern for urban planners all over the world, and

with urban development becoming more and more interdependent the problems of over-
crowding and the lack of open spaces have become ubiquitous, trans-national issues. In

spite of the similarity of problems, the terminology used still varies from country to country and

clear definitions are needed to make the best possible use of international experiences to promote

exchange. Thus certain basic concepts such as 'park', 'garden' and 'public' need be discussed in

the light of what they mean to different cultures. This article attempts to clarify the conceptual un-

derstanding of these terms in the Egyptian mentality and to highlight possible differences in ap-
proach between city planners and anthropologists.

TRADITIONAL OUTLOOK

Cairo is a city of infinite complexity and endless problems. It is overcrowded with people of vast-
ly differing backgrounds, heterogeneous cultural values and rapidly changing class structures. It is

difficult to understand the variations in contemporary lifestyles in Cairo without comprehending

the importance of tradition. For every Cairene incorporates aspects of this traditionalism in vary-

ing degrees, and it is this basic phenomenon which provides the city with its identity.

The Western park concept as a more or less virgin piece of nature is nearly non-existent in Egypt,

where there is little concern for natural vegetation nor any great interest in either indigenous or in-

troduced species on the domestic level. Islamic literature does not manifest a great love of wild na-

ture; rather it conceives gardens as walled and protected retreats from it. Also, subtropical agricul-

ture is a primary source of disease, spread via irrigation channels.'

In Egypt, where ninety-five percent of the land is desert, every piece of arable terrain has been cul-

tivated and irrigated and thus almost all plants are meant to produce edible or useful products. This

horticultural practicality remains a keynote to attitudes towards green space. The fact that every area

of green land is cultivated, planted and irrigated makes it distinct from natural parks in terms of

size and the care required.

For many Egyptians the concept of a 'public garden' is comparatively new. It is a luxury, some-
thing the poor dream of and aspire to. It is a symbol of paradise, for, in Arabic, the terms 'garden'

and 'paradise' stem from the same root. The ideal of the paradise-garden is imprinted in all Mus-
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lims' mental conceptions, since the Koran provides many detailed paradise descriptions, includ-

ing the layout and kinds of fruit trees and shade trees to be found there, as well as the running

water and favourable company. Thus the concept of paradise or the ideal garden has served as a

model for the creators and planners of gardens throughout the Muslim world.

There is a general consensus among art historians that the Islamic gardens of the past were intend-

ed to be the terrestrial models of the Koranic description of a heavenly Garden of Paradise. But it

must be pointed out that the Paradise of the Koran is an allegorical description for a psychic state.

The mundane garden as a physical fact is not Paradise.2 Most importantly a garden signifies pri-

vate space, separated from public life and alien intrusion. Hence, the concept of 'park' has its own

cultural implications in the Egyptian urban setting. Similarly, the concept of 'public' versus 'pri-

vate' has other identifiable characteristics.

Since ancient Egyptian times gardens were the private possession of the ruling families and the elite.

The royal palaces of Hatshepsut, Tutmosis III and Akhnaton incorporated gardens. The monks

of Christianity surrounded themselves with walls inside which they had large gardens and or-

chards.3 Muslim rulers, too, established their royal gardens, which were varied in their style, de-

pending on the rulers' origin. Accordingly, these gardens served as royal retreats and their impact

on the residents of the city was not significant.

The introduction of public gardens into the urban fabric of Islamic cities is a recent phenomenon.

In most Muslim cities less than one percent of the total land surface has been utilised as public green

space. Meanwhile, the need for open space has been fulfilled in many cases by the existence of pri-

vate courtyard gardens. 4

The rules of Islamic jurisprudence concerning the distinction between public and private proper-

ty in the city were loosely interpreted in medieval Cairo and a number of controversies surround-

ing the rights of usage of public space resulted. On the whole the individual's right was more im-

portant than public policies. Historians supply us with numerous examples to validate this point.

If an individual constructed a building which had some religious, social or economic value, it could

encroach upon a public space irrespective of the existing laws. In spite of the fact that regulations

governing roads, drainage, burial of the dead, and so on, were formulated, greater emphasis was

placed on the freedom of the individual than on city planning.

In Egypt, there has developed over the centuries a feeling that public, government-owned space is

'no mans land'. For centuries, the Egyptian public was never involved in policy making. The idea

of effective political involvement in city planning has never existed. This was, and continues to be,

aggravated by the lack of correlation between taxpaying and public development. Traditionally,
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taxes went into the ruler's pockets

and the individual's aim was (and

is) to try to minimise or avoid this

hazard as much as possible. There

is hardly any criticism based on the

principle of misuse of taxpayer's

money addressed to the governing

body - quite in contrast to what is

a current practice in the Western

press.

Government agencies also tend to

rely on existing public open green

spaces as an easy resource for lo-
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cating public acllities. Moreover, Fig. II4. In the Zoo.

the competition over the allocations

of seemingly 'useless' open spaces arises among different ministries. Each claims its right to use such

available vacant spaces for their own purposes. This traditional attitude is to a certain degree re-

sponsible for the progressive elimination of public gardens. Both the public and the government

claim the right to encroach upon them. The logical justification is that there are more beneficial us-

ages for a public green space which does not produce edible products.

Thus the competition over garden space in Cairo deals basically with problems of perception and

usage. In addition, the basic issue of the mere existence and creation of a green space in the city

of Cairo remains a contested domain. Gardens in Egypt require both intensive human service

and physical infrastructure, the most important component of which is a reliable water supply.

Since most of the public man-made gardens were not a part of the culture, most of the garden

areas were confined to the walled courtyards of private ownership. However, with the advent of

the nineteenth century and with attempts to modernise Egypt, new ideas for creating public gardens

emerged. The following example will present the development of one of the first public gardens

in the city of Cairo.

AZBAKIYYA GARDEN: A FIRST ENCOUNTER

In 837, Muhammad Ali, in his attempt to westernise Egypt, promoted the establishment of a

public garden. He decided to transform Azbakiyya Square, which was filled with ponds, into a

garden. The ponds were considered a source of disease-spreading insects. Muhammad Ali's ma-

jor concern in creating the garden, then, was one of hygiene. Secondly, the locality was the resi-

dential neighbourhood of the foreign community and a garden was considered fitting to their sta-
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tus. To accomplish this task, the ruler confiscated fortyfeddans (equal to I6.8 hectares) belonging

to a wealthy family and ordered the officials to begin transforming it into a garden. The architect

was Murton Bey, whom Muhammad Ali had sent to Europe for his education.s From its begin-

ning the garden was reputed to meet the needs of the foreign community and its design followed

a European model.

The new Western trend was further emphasised in 867 by Muhammad Ali's grandson, Ismail,

who was infatuated with European culture. He rearranged Azbakiyya Garden according to the

French style, reducing it in size (Iofeddans) and making it octagonal in shape, after Park Monceau

in Paris. It was designed by a French architect, Barillet, and a German botanist was placed in charge

of planting trees. The garden was encircled with iron railings punctuated by four entrances, where

Nubian doormen were posted and entrance tickets sold. In addition, public officers supervised the

garden's security.6 Ismail's transformation of Azbakiyya Garden into a replica of a Parisian garden

was not an end in itself; rather, it was part of a larger scheme to create a modern quarter suitable

for the residences of the foreign community. The houses surrounding the garden were demolished

and their poor residents compensated. In addition, Ismail offered this same land free to whoever

would construct buildings on it that could meet this conception of a western quarter.7 In short,

Ismail created a western garden by a western designer in a western quarter for a western public. Its

benefits were also shared by the elite Egyptian public who aspired to a western way of life and who

could afford to pay the entrance fee.

With the expansion of the city, the shrinking of the foreign community and the development of

elite quarters in other districts, the public coming to enjoy Azbakiyya Garden changed. For the or-

dinary Egyptian, Azbakiyya Garden was associated with freedom and western living: freedom

meaning interaction between the sexes and liberty for the overt expression of traditionally restrict-

ed social behaviour. Thus Ahmad Amin describes the garden in the first decade of the twentieth

century as a place for prostitution, vice, gambling and alcohol.8 Ismail, when planning the garden,

was thinking only of how he could impress his western guests by showing them a replica of their

cities. However, since the garden was completely divorced from local culture, it became a symbol

of western decadence, exemplified by its shift from being a meeting place for lovers to a place for

prostitution. The railings around the garden itself became a famous space for the recycling of old

books, as if the bookstands were erected to hide what went on inside it.

In I948 licensed prostitution was abolished and with the advent of Nasser's regime admission to

the garden became free. Its huge fence was demolished and a simpler one erected. The garden be-

came a place for recreation for poor families from the surrounding areas. It also became, with the

surrounding area, a space for peddlers and numerous other small moneymaking activities. Ac-

cording to the traditional conception of public spaces, economic activities take precedence over
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any other utilisation of public space.

However, breadwinners were now con-

fronted by a stronger rival; the garden be-

came a contested space among different

government agencies. Each tried to use

the space for the construction of a build-

ing to house one of its activities. The

Ministry of Culture built several theatres

on its periphery, basing its argument on

the fact that the garden was a place of

recreation and entertainment, as were

theatres. The Ministry of the Interior

erected a building to house some of its of-
.1 _. _. 

tices, until a more permanent location
could be found. Finally, the Municipal-

ity decided to ease the flow of congested

traffic in the area by cutting a street

through the middle of the garden and

then constructing a flyover overlooking

it. The public quickly gave up using this

garden as a public place. The only com-

plaints came from those who used the

place for economic purposes. They were

compensated with a less attractive loca-

tion which they accepted unwillingly.

Eventually the garden disintegrated to its

present state. Figs. I 5, 16. Aquarium Garden: schoolchildren playing in the Grotto.

The history of Azbakiyya Garden, its design, function and actual use, denotes that public gardens

are not static. They change with the changing fabric of urban development and pass through con-
stant adjustments to satisfy the needs of their users. Attitudes towards entertainment also change

over time. Consequently, for a garden to survive it should be suited to the changing social mores of
its beneficiaries.

In his continuous efforts to beautify Cairo, Ismail Pasha established what is now called Horeyya

Garden. The Aquarium Grotto Garden in Zamalek, the Zoo and the Orman Gardens in Giza
also owe their existence to his perception. This trend continued for some time among the elite. Zul-

fugar Ali Pasha, an architect from Helwan, established both the Japanese Garden in Helwan, and
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Andalus Garden in Zamalek. Zuharia Garden was also established during this period by the roy-
al family. No other significant gardens were created until the I980s with the exception of the Obelisk

Garden, established during the rule of Nasser.

After the victory of I973 more attention was directed to the internal affairs of the country. The in-
frastructure of the city received priority. Water, electricity, transportation and sewerage took prece-
dence over the concern for gardens. The effect of the 'open door policy' was actually felt by the
I980s. Concepts such as pollution and the need for green spaces to relieve the city from its tainted
air became important issues for discussion by policy makers and the media. The severity of the

nrnhlpm led tn th crerptinn n n Min-

istry of the Environment. The last two

decades of the twentieth century, and the few

years following, have witnessed a boom in

garden awareness, especially at the adminis-

trative level.

PRESENT HIERARCHY OF CAIRENE GARDENS

The organisational structure of the gardens

of Cairo is diverse and complicated. Three

Governorates and the Ministry of Agricul-

ture are in charge of green public spaces ac-

cessible to the Cairene public. Each one iscess I on isr s

Fig. II7. Forbidden to sit on the grass in Horeyya Garden. responsible for a number ot gardens de-

pending on their nature and/or location.

Users of public gardens are not aware of this administrative separation. Visitors to gardens, espe-
cially those coming from poor areas are not constrained by the distance of the garden but rather by
the nature of activities provided in it.

The gardens controlled by the Ministry of Agriculture are in essence zoological, botanical and fish

gardens. The Zoo (established I89I) is located in Giza Governorate, and referred to by the com-
mon people as "The Garden". When the family say "we are going to the garden", it means that
they are going to the zoo. Other gardens are identified by their name. This garden ranks highest in
the hierarchy of gardens in terms of public popularity and its attraction stems not only from its zoo-
logical appeal but also from its vegetation. This includes gigantic shade trees that allow the older
members of the family to sit on the ground and enjoy themselves while the young play around or
observe the animals. It satisfies a cultural enjoyment and habit of sitting cross-legged on the ground
while eating or relaxing. It is a family garden in the real sense. In addition it receives groups of
schoolchildren from all over Egypt. Going to the Zoo is a full day activity. The family equips itself
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with necessary sheets to spread on

the ground to sit on and plenty of

food is prepared; sometimes the

food is cooked in the garden.

Orman Garden, also in Giza and

nearly as old as the Zoo, is exclu-

sively a botanical garden having

rare species of vegetation. Due to

its proximity to Cairo University

its visitors are mainly university

students who go there to study, or

to meet friends, or play football.

Because it is close to the Zoo Gar-

den, itS share of visitor numbers is Fig. I 8. Andalus Garden: no visitors.

much less.

Aquarium Grotto Garden, in Zamalek (one hundred and thirty years old), is the most popular

among groups of schoolchildren who enjoy viewing the man-made caves and fish species exhib-

ited in it. It is also a favourite place among university students for romantic dates. In spite of the

beauty of the garden and its location it does not attract the elite residents of Zamalek. They only

appreciate views of it from their windows, and are conscious of the importance of greenery and

are ready to fight for it. But when it comes to spending time in such gardens they find them inap-

propriate for their style of life.

So, although the Zoo and the 'Fish Gardens' are located in prestigious quarters, their visitors are ba-

sically from the mainstream of the population. The entrance fees to these gardens is 25 piastres. The

Zoo in particular has very permissive garden rules and regulations and it is consequently very noisy

with microphones and drums from the numerous cafes seeming to suit these particular visitors.

Until three years ago the gardens of the Cairo Governorate belonged to the Department of Beau-

tification and Cleaning, a department found in all governorates. This department is overburdened

with the task of cleaning an urban metropolis housing some sixteen million people. With the in-

creasing concern of relieving the city's pollution, the Cairo Governorate initiated a new adminis-

trative plan for its public gardens. This plan was initiated in 1987 when the International Garden

at Madinet Nasr was established. This garden acquired an international reputation since part of

its initial budget came from donations from leaders of the different countries who visited the site

and chose a location to carry the name of their country.
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With the success of the International Garden, with the rising awareness of the need for green areas
in the city, and with the appointment of a Governor who is an agriculturalist, the Governorate, in
the year 2000, decided that a special organisational body needed to be created. In that year the De-
partment of Special Gardens was established. It became responsible for twenty-three newly creat-
ed or conserved gardens. This department has a special board of directors and a general director

who reports directly to the governor. The remaining public gardens and other green spaces, such
as squares and pavements continue to be one of the many responsibilities of the Department of
Beautification and Cleaning of Cairo.

Whenever the Governor of Cairo finds that a new or a renewed garden has a special value, he des-
ignates it to the Department of Special Gardens. These special gardens can be identified as 'heri-

tage gardens' which, because of their historical, cultural or artistic attributes can be regarded as be-
ing of local, regional, national or international significance.9

The gardens of the newly established Department of Special Gardens rank at the top of the ad-
ministrative hierarchy. They receive the utmost care and arouse the jealousy of the directors of oth-
er gardens. They have a separate budget and the income is spent on the salaries and maintenance of
the gardens. The main source of income comes from entrance fees (LEI.oo). Seven out of the
twenty-three gardens charge only o50 piastres because they are located in low-income districts.

Another source of income comes from renting cafes, theatres and other entertainment activities.

According to the director of the Department, these gardens are financially self-sufficient. The De-
partment employs 1,32I people, 525 of them are agricultural workers and the rest are supervisors,

accountants, mechanics and drivers. These employees are responsible for 85I,96I square metres of
gardens. Three of these gardens are of historic value and have artistic significance. Thus they de-

serve special mention for they are treated differently.

Horeyya Garden, in Tahrir Street, was established by Ismail Pasha in 876 and at that time cov-
ered an area of about twenty-ninefeddans (equal to I2.2 hectares). This garden is of great histor-
ical importance because of its size and central location. Entrance was free of charge and children's

games and activities were abundant. But over the years parts of the garden were subject to intru-
sion by various organisations: the Cairo Club, the Presidential Security Headquarters, the
Mokhtar Museum and the Sheraton Hotel. The garden was left with little more than sevenfed-
dans. Furthermore, during the construction phase of the underground railway the garden was used
as storage for the construction equipment. In the late 990s the garden was subject to an elaborate
conservation project that safeguarded the historic botanical heritage and changed the architectur-
al design and function of the garden. The design now combines both a natural and a geometric
appearance, with curved lines following the historic trees and the symmetrical and identical or-
ganisation of the new development. The function of the garden has also changed: it is artistic and
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spectacular with no children's sec-

tion. It is a place for adults to enjoy

the serenity and beauty of the sur-

roundings, relaxing on the one

hundred benches provided. A
number of restrictions are in force

- no sitting on the grass, no food

admitted, no peddlers inside. It ac-

cepts only two hundred visitors at

a time, commensurate with the

number of seats available in the

garden.

The second historic and artistic

garden, Andalus, was established Fig. II9. Fustat Garden: simple seating arrangements.

in 1929 by Zulfugar Pasha as a

present to his wife. It overlooks the Nile and has three sections: the first, al-Ferdous with an arabesque

design and architecture; the second, in an Andalusian style with mosaic steps and a royal hall; and

the third, a Pharaonic section with replicas from ancient Egyptian statues. This garden covers an

area of 8,400 square metres. Similar to Horeyya Garden, large visitor numbers are not appreciat-

ed in order to protect the garden's artistic value. To accomplish this end, the entrance ticket to the

Pharaonic section is LEI.oo, while an additional LEs.oo has to be paid to visit the more elaborate

sections.

The Japanese Garden in Helwan is the third garden in this category. It was established in I9I7 by

Zulfugar Pasha, a resident of Helwan, as a present to Sultan Hussein. The Sultan used to spend

time at the resorts of Helwan, located next to a rubbish tip. Zulfugar Pasha turned the tip into a

beautiful garden in an Asian style, including many statues of the Buddha and mythical animals.

The area of the garden was left intact, while a fence was constructed around it to control entrance

fees. At present, the garden is surrounded by a less privileged neighbourhood, thus it charges only

50 piastres for a ticket. It also attracts many school groups thanks to its interesting statues.

The present conservation of heritage gardens and their maintenance demonstrates that over the

years there has been a developing perception from the administrative bodies concerning the signifi-

cance of green public spaces in the city of Cairo. Generally these gardens serve school trips and the

middle classes. The upper middle and top-class residents prefer membership to exclusive clubs or

have their own private gardens.
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The success of the Department of Special Gardens aroused rivalry among other departments in

the Governorate. The Department of Beatification and Cleaning in Cairo established a group of

gardens which it called Distinguished Gardens. There are about ten of these gardens and their ma-

jor characteristic is that they all are located in low-income quarters.

Fustat Garden, which is administered by this Department, is presently one of the most important

gardens in the city of Cairo. It is of special importance to Azhar Park since it is the closest garden

to it and is located in the midst of one of the poorest quarters in Cairo. It is the largest garden or

man-made park in the city covering an area of two hundred and fiftyfeddans (equal to I05 hectares),

not all of them fully developed yet. Like Azhar Park it was a dumping ground for refuse called
A hmi n1-Rri1ir~A Thic rei xxin

constantly self-igniting from com-

bustion and spreading pollution all

over the city. At first, the gover-

norate wanted to relieve the city of

this pollution and to have a green

area, not necessarily a garden, in-

stead. No special budget was allo-

cated for this purpose; the gover-

norate used the facilities of the De-

partment and no outside contrac-

tors were involved. The first phase

was inaugurated in I989 and the

entrance fee was 5 piastres. Unlike
A sae nl_1 FL - _ -- I.. A : 1;-;t_
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Fig. I2o. Fustat Garden: children's area.
ed treatment of the garden soil. The

initial idea was to create flat green areas: large shade trees with deep roots are not suitable for this

soil so this shortcoming was compensated for by the construction of several kiosks with seats. The

park is a real family entertainment park with all sorts of children's games and activities. Visitors

are allowed to picnic on the ground and cafes serve sheisha (water pipe or hubbly bubbly) thereby

encouraging fathers to accompany their wives and children. At present the garden entrance fee is

only 50 piastres but it also makes a lot of income from various other activities. It is served by 247

employees, Io2 of them are agricultural workers. According to the Director of the garden, the in-

come of the garden during the last ten years was more than LEI 6 million .

AZHAR PARK AND THE CONSEQUENCES

So far we have discussed the various concepts of gardens and their historical, administrative and

cultural applications in the city of Cairo. This will allow us to assess its newest addition, Azhar
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Park, in relation to the other gar-

dens in the city. Moreover, we must

address measures and procedures

which will need to be implement-

ed in order to make the gardens of

Cairo a sustainable reality. We

need to learn from earlier mistakes

to transfer successful mechanisms

and to multiply the impact of ap-

proaches that are effective.

The Azhar Park project started
from an acceptance of the present

urban context with all its ruins,

poor housing conditions and low- Fig. i2i. Fustat Garden: a tour around the garden.

income residents. Its planners were

aware of the cultural legacy underlying these conditions and had the vision to uncover that leg-

acy through a physical and socio-economic rehabilitation process of the Darb al-Ahmar district.

Ismail Pasha, in Azbakiyya Garden, pursued a modern redevelopment scheme that was to re-

place the local community with a foreign one, providing it with a garden that suited foreign taste.

Here, then, we encounter two radically different approaches. The expectations for the future of

Azhar Park expect it to contribute to the upgrading of the adjacent neighbourhoods rather than

destroy them.

As we have seen, in order to survive for long periods and to continue to be socially viable, gar-

dens must suit the needs and social mores of their visitors. It is apparent from the above discus-

sion that users of public gardens mainly belong to the lower levels of society. The upper classes

are more interested in private clubs and their social milieu, although these clubs are overcrowd-

ed while many of the public gardens are actually much larger and nicer in terms of available

green open space. Will Azhar Park be able to bridge this gap? Will the Hilltop Restaurant be

able to attract the well-to-do residents from Heliopolis, Zamalek and Maadi to Azhar Park? The

rehabilitation programme of al-Darb al-Ahmar aims at improving the socio-economic situ-

ation of the residents. To what extent will these improvements change their lifestyle? Entertain-

ment and leisure activities are very much class oriented and are not necessarily related to economic

levels. Clearly, Azhar Park will play a pioneering role in exploring and fostering new ways of

coexistence and interaction between specific social modes of behaviour related to green open

spaces.
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Some gardens survived for long periods but did not continue to be socially viable because they were

overprotected and treated as museum gardens. This indicates that there is still a tremendous need

for all levels of society to change their perception regarding public gardens. Administrators are now

convinced about the importance of having green spaces in the city. Educated and cultured people

should be encouraged to visit the various gardens. For many years, Cairo did not witness the cre-

ation of any new gardens, while older ones were closed for conservation. This situation has changed

significantly. The gardens which where under conservation have opened and many others have

been created. Presently, with few exceptions, gardens are under-visited in comparison to the over-

crowding in the private clubs.

To encourage usage of the gardens by the different strata of society there should be a minimum of

mutual respect among them, without interfering with the cultural patterns of entertainment of the

different groups. One way of achieving this would be to have some sort of soft zoning for the gar-

dens. This is not meant to imply any form of segregation, but something like smoking/non-

smoking zones. In other words, a section would be allocated to children, another to ball games,

and a third for music... and so on. This is already practiced in certain gardens, especially with chil-

dren's areas, but there are no restrictions on trespassing. The media should play a stronger role in

informing the public of the nature and characteristics of the various gardens and increase public

awareness to safeguard and protect their public gardens. So far, Azhar Park has maintained a very

low profile in terms of propagating its existence through its different phases of construction. The

inauguration of this park should be seized as an opportunity for involving the media in promoting

a 'code of conduct' for the use of public parks.

How a garden should be managed and maintained depends on its use, on the number of visitors it

is likely to attract, and on its historic, artistic and cultural significance. Azhar Park is not a hap-

hazard idea but the outcome of comprehensive studies carried out to international standards. Its

management during the construction phase and its management after its opening are discussed in

other papers. Here, I would like to provide specific recommendations regarding maintenance and

its relation to the type and number of visitors. Directors of different gardens have stated that there

is a predictable pattern in visitor numbers. Ordinary days of the week account for the lowest num-

ber of visitors. That number is doubled or tripled during weekends but quadrupled on feast days.

However, on 'Sham el Nasim', the spring festival, numbers go up exponentially, and there are no

empty spaces whatsoever, on the grass or elsewhere. On that day, the International Garden receives

an estimated Ioo,ooo visitors. Visitors to the Zoo sometimes exceed 25o,ooo visitors, and Horeyya

closes altogether. This indicates that after 'Sham el Nasim' provision needs to be made for a com-

plete overhaul of garden spaces. Any strategy for garden maintenance should take this phenom-

enon into consideration.
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Finally, will Azhar Park work as a catalyst for change in the old cityz Undoubtedly the Darb al-

Ahmar rehabilitation project should produce economic prosperity and raise levels of education
and health. But it is essential that this development be accompanied by special programmes aimed
at increasing public awareness regarding the protection of their monuments and their green areas.

This type of education should start with schoolchildren, thus enabling future generations to derive
the best possible benefits from their natural and cultural resources.
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